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Installation 

SideKick 7.3.0 is an Excel AddIn.  Follow these steps to install it on your computer. 

The current version of SideKick is 7.3.0.  You can get a copy of this product from your local plant IST or by contacting the developer. 

 

YOU WILL NEED: 

• Excel 2003 (or later) 

• The SideKick AddIn (SideKick.xla) 

 

1. Copy SideKick into your AddIns Folder 

2. Activate the SideKick AddIn 

3. Enter your SideKick license information 

 

Copy SideKick into your AddIns Folder 

To determine where your Excel AddIns folder is, follow these steps: 

 

Using Excel 2003: 

• From the Tools Menu, choose Add-Ins… 

• Click BROWSE… 

• Expand the drop-down box labeled Look in 

• Make a note of the folder location shown 
 

The example here shows this path: 
 
C:\Documents and Settings 

\brian.withun 
\Application Data 

\Microsoft 
\AddIns 

 

• Click CANCEL 

• Copy SideKick.xla into this folder 

 

Activate the SideKick AddIn 

After copying SideKick to your AddIns folder, follow these steps to activate it.  This configures 

Excel to begin using the AddIn. 

 
Using Excel 2003: 

• From the Tools Menu, choose Add-Ins… 
• Check these boxes: 

o SideKick Tools 

o Analysis ToolPak 

o Analysis ToolPak – VBA 

• Click OK 

 

  

 

 

 

After clicking OK you will see a pop-up indicating that SideKick has been activated.  A custom toolbar will be added to Excel called 
“SideKick Tools”. 

 

 
 

In Excel 2003 this toolbar appears near the top of the screen.  In Excel 2007 this toolbar will be on the Excel “ribbon” under the 

category of “Add Ins” 

 

Analysis ToolPak 
and 

Analysis ToolPak – VBA 
are Excel components. 

 
Contact IST if you do not 

see them listed here. 
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Enter your SideKick license information  

YOU WILL NEED: 

• A SideKick License Validation Code (VC) 

• A corresponding Expiration Date 

 

1. Launch Excel 

2. Go to the SideKickSetup screen 

(click the  icon in the SideKick Toolbar) 

3. Click on License Manager 

4. Click on Expiration 

5. Click CHANGE 

6. Enter your new license expiration date exactly as it was given to you 

7. Click OK 
8. Enter your new License VC  

9. Click OK 
 

 

Requesting a SideKick License 

YOU WILL NEED: 

• A Licensing Agreement 

• Your MachineID 

 

A License VC cannot be generated for you without knowing your MachineID.  You can get this ID 

from SideKick Setup (the  icon in the SideKick Toolbar).  From there click License 

Manager and then Machine ID.  (See illustration) 

 

When requesting a SideKick license, please include your MachineID and email address.  You will 
receive your license by email.  Contact your Reliability Manager or plant IST personnel regarding 

purchasing and licensing agreements. 

 

For any licensing questions feel free to email me at bhwithun@gmail.com 

Configuration 

Connect SideKick to your Downtime Database 

SideKick talks directly to your KDT database.  To configure this, it is necessary 

to first define a DSN (Data Source Name) which points to your database.  Ask 

your plant IST to assist you with creating a DSN if you need help or if you have 

insufficient system privileges to do so yourself. 

Create a DSN 

YOU WILL NEED: 

• SQL Server Address 

• SQL Server Login ID 

• SQL Server Password 

• KDT Default Database Name 
 

Windows comes with an “ODBC Administrator,” sometimes called “Data Sources (ODBC).”  This is found inside the Windows 

Control Panel, under Administrative Tools.  Use the ODBC Administrator to create a DSN for your database if one does not already 

exist. 

Here is all the 
information you 
need to install a 
SideKick license. 

 
You’ll receive it by 

email when you 
start your 90 day 
trial, or when you 
purchase SideKick. 

As your license nears its 
expiration date, SideKick 
will begin issuing pop-up 
notices each time you 

launch Excel. 

You will receive a 
message saying that your 

license was updated. 

When configuring 
your DSN, be sure 
to include the 

default database 
name. 
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Selecting a KDT DSN for SideKick 

Open SideKick Setup (the  icon in the SideKick Toolbar) and click on the KDT Tab.  You will see a list of defined data sources.  

Choose the one that corresponds to your KDT database. 

 

Special Considerations When Using More Than One Data Source 
 

If you have more than one KDT database that you plan on using, there are some precautions you will need to take.  SideKick will 

work with any installation of a KDT downtime database, and you can switch back and forth between databases by selecting a new 
DSN from the KDT tab of SideKick Setup.  When you switch, however, a couple of things will probably need to be reconfigured. 

 

Verify the Uncoded Code Name 
Each plant can have a different code id for their Uncode code.  If you switch from one 

database to another, SideKick will just keep using the same code id.  It is your 

responsibility to make sure the Uncoded code is properly configured each time you 

switch databases. 

 

The Uncoded code can be checked and changed on the AutoCoder interface � 

 

 

Verify the Lights Out Code Name 
Each plant can have a different code id for their Lights-Out code.  If you switch from 

one database to another, SideKick will just keep using the same code id.  It is your 

responsibility to make sure the Lights-Out code is properly configured each time you 

switch databases. 

 

The Lights-Out code can be checked and changed on the AutoCoder interface � 

 

Configure Administrative Privileges 

SideKick requires Select, Insert, Update, and Delete database privileges on the K_Downtimes and K_DowntimesTrigHistory tables.  

SideKick should be issued its own database login which has these permissions.  SideKick will not work properly if setup with an 

ordinary KDT user login. 

  

Your database administrator must supply a login and password for SideKick to use.  This will be 

entered into the DBO Tab of SideKick Setup.  SideKick users login using their own KDT pin 

and password.  You must have a KDT role of  administrator to edit KDT Downtimes using 

SideKick. 

Verifying Connectivity to your Database 

If SideKick is properly configured and licensed, you will be able to query data from your downtime database. 

Click KDTEdit > SelectRecords.  You will see a login dialog.  This is where enter your administrative 

KDT login.  This is the same login as when using the KDT web interface. 

 

If you leave SideKick idle for more than 30 minutes (by 

default) it will ask you to login again the next time you 

use it.  This 30 minute limit is configurable using registry 

settings.  See the Advanced section in the back of this 

manual for details. 
 

If SideKick is able to connect to your database it will show a “Downtime 

Query” interface.  A series of checkboxes on the left-hand side are labeled 

according to your production lines and your production shifts.  Select one or 

more lines, and one or more shifts, then choose a date to query. 

 

When you are ready to retrieve the data from KDT, click GET RECORDS. 
The next page shows a sample downtime workbook. 

Read the Security chapter to learn 

about the precautions in place to 

protect your database password. 

If the Downtime Query 

screen appears, you have 

properly configured and 
licensed SideKick. 
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Each line 

appears on 
its own tab. 

Each row is a 

downtime event. 

These red padlocks 

indicate that the column is 

locked.  Locked columns 
cannot be edited by hand. 

These green 

padlocks indicate 

the columns that 
you CAN edit. 

Column F 

is editable. 

 

Change any code 
name here. 

Column G 

is editable. 

 

You are free to annotate 

Column G with any notes 

you like. 

 

These notes will not be 

uploaded to KDT. 
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Auditing 

KDT logs changes to the K_Downtimes table using database triggers.  These triggers 

create audit records in the K_DowntimesTrigHistory table.  Because SideKick uses a 

special database login to perform its work (different from the KDT user), the history 

records created will have the wrong “LastEditedBy” user id.  

  

To correct this, SideKick issues special UPDATE statements to modify the 

K_DowntimesTrigHistory table after the triggers run.  The purpose of these updates is to 

alter the history to match the user id that had been logged into SideKick. 

 

 

 

 

Security 

KDT Password Protection 

SideKick stores a KDT database login and password in the Windows registry.  To protect the 

password, it is encrypted before it is stored. 

 

When you type your privileged login and password into the DBO tab of SideKick Setup, it is 

written to the registry at this location: 

 
HKEY_USERS 

S-1-5-21-1004336348-162531612-839522115-40611 (your user UUID) 

Software 

VB and VBA Program Settings 

SideKick 

Database 

 dboLogin 

 dboPassword 

 

 

The dboLogin is stored as 

clear-text and can be read 

by anyone browsing the 

Windows Registry. 

 

The dboPassword is 

encrypted to make it 

unreadable. 
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KDT Change Inspection (ShowQueries) 

SideKick can expose any INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE statements it sends to 

KDT before they are sent.  You can examine every change command it sends.  

SELECT queries are not exposed by this feature. 

 

This capability is activated using Windows RegEdit. 

 
HKEY_USERS 

S-1-5-21-1004336348-162531612-839522115-40611 (your user id) 

Software 

VB and VBA Program Settings 

SideKick 

Database 

ShowQueries 

 

By creating a String Value named “ShowQueries” and setting it to “Yes” SideKick will 

pop up dialog boxes before any query that will change KDT data. 

 

If you want to prevent the popped-up query from running, you can abort it with the 

Cancel button or by pressing CTRL-Break on your keyboard.  Stopping a query in this 

way will prevent any change to your KDT database. 

 

!WARNING! 
 

If you cancel a query, your SideKick worksheet will become unsynchronized with the database. 

Immediately close the worksheet and do not save it. 

If you want to do additional downtime editing you should re-query the data using SelectRecords. 

 

 

Disable ShowQueries by deleting the “ShowQueries” Registry String Value or by setting its value to “No” 

SHOWQUERIES and DATE VALUES 

To maintain millisecond accuracy, SideKick uses floating point numbers instead of formatted date strings when updating your KDT 

database. (see illustration above) To understand which dates these numbers correspond to, you can convert them to readable strings by 

entering a statement like this into your database: 

 
SELECT CAST(39754.2118981481 AS DATETIME) 

 
( 1 Rows Returned ) 

“2008-11-04 05:05:07.997” 
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The SideKick Toolbar 

The elements of SideKick are available through an installed Toolbar called “SideKick Tools” 

 

 
 

This toolbar is initially docked at the top of your Excel Application.  You can show/hide and customize this toolbar just like any other 

Excel toolbar.  It is an integral part of SideKick so if you delete it, SideKick will rebuild it when Excel is restarted. 

 

The SK Tools Menu 

This menu holds a variety of general purpose utilities to expedite some very common, yet 

time consuming, activities. 

 

These tools will work on any Excel worksheet. 

 

 

 

 

Select All 
 

This utility selects all data on the active worksheet. 

 

This is different from selecting the entire worksheet in that most of the worksheet contains NO DATA.  Using this selection technique 

will create the smallest possible selection that still encompasses all of the data entered into the worksheet. 

 

Such a selection always includes cell A1 and will include as many rows and columns as is necessary to ensure you have selected all 

the data entered. 

 

UnMerge All 
 

This macro unmerges all cells on the active worksheet. 

 

When working with KDT Output Reports, often there are many cells merged together which can confuse the actual arrangement of 

data.  Unmerging such worksheets can make them easier to use. 

 

Reduce Rows & Columns 
 

Erases empty columns and rows from the current worksheet. 

 

If you are working with a sheet that has any empty rows or columns, uset his macro to shrink it down.  It does not erase any data, only 

empty rows and columns, thereby collapsing your actual data down to its smallest size on the worksheet. 
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Row Cutter 
 

This tool will remove data from your active worksheet, so use it with care and understand what it does. 

 
RowCutter will work on any Excel worksheet, including reports that have been exported from KDT. 

 

RowCutter cuts entire rows out of your worksheet.   It uses whichever cell(s) you have selected as its search criteria.  It also 

remembers values that you have previously used. 

 

Of course you can delete these rows yourself, but the nice thing about RowCutter is that it searches the entire worksheet for every 

instance of the texts.  When it is done it will have removed every row that had matching text. 

 

NOTE: To remove blank rows from your worksheet, use the Reduce Rows and Columns macro. 

RowCutter will not use empty cells as criteria for removing rows. 
 

1. 
Select cells 

containing 

information that 

you want to 

remove. 

2.  
Launch 

RowCutter from 
SKTools Menu. 

3.  
RowCutter uses the contents of 

the cells you had selected to 

decide which rows to delete. 

 

These selections will be 

memorized and will appear as 

options the next time you use 

RowCutter. 
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The Reformat Menu 

Reformatters are special purpose macros that change data in one arrangement to a 

different arrangement. 

 

SideKick comes with two Reformatters in version 7.3.  Both are designed to reformat 

report worksheets that have been exported from KDT. 

 

Timestamps 
 

The KDT Timestamps Report is a standard report of downtime event timestamps generated by your KDT application.  It contains a lot 
of useful data but it is fragmented by whitespace and page breaks.  It not very useful for analysis in its exported form. 

 

This Timestamps macro will compile any Timestamps Report into a true Excel table.  It then becomes much easier to manipulate the 

data and draw important conclusions from it. 

 

To use it, you first have to generate a Timestamps Report inside KDT.  Next, export that report to Excel.  Once it is in Excel, choose 

Reformat > Timestamps from the SideKick Toolbar. 

 

 

A standard timestamps 

report from KDT filled 

with blank rows and 
columns. 

After the Timestamps 

macro has run you get a 

properly formatted Excel 

table. 

 

SideKick will apply 

Excel’s AutoFilter as an 
additional aid. 
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Downtime Report By Line 
 

The KDT Downtime Report By Line is a standard report of production downtimes.  There is a lot of data in it, but it’s not readily 

usable in its exported form. 
 

After exporting it to Excel, run this macro on it.  You’ll receive a concise, print- and presentation-ready report of the top ten downtime 

causes (by frequency and duration) for each line. 

 

 

The KDT Edit Menu 

Here are the basic tools for editing Downtime records. 

 
These tools provide an easy, understandable, and extremely fast way of inspecting and editing 

Downtime records to more accurately reflect the events that occur on your production floor. 

 

The SelectRecords tool creates a downtime worksheet for the other tools on this menu to use.  The 

KDT Edit tools will not work on any other Excel worksheets. 

 

 

SelectRecords 
 

Extracts a set of downtime records from KDT to be edited locally. 

 
A new Excel workbook is created each time you use this tool.  The new workbook will contain one worksheet for each Production 

Line queried.  The worksheets appear as tabs across the bottom of the workbook and are named according to the line they represent. 

 

The workbook created by SelectRecords is only an image of the records in KDT.  It is not linked in any way to the actual data in KDT.  

By editing the records in Excel you are only changing cells in a spreadsheet.  The changes you make are not committed back to KDT 

until you run the “Uploader” tool, mentioned later. 

 

This tool requires you to login using your KDT pin and password.  Your credentials are used to verify that you have administrative 

access in KDT.  The user id entered will be memorized and repopulated each time you use the tool, but your password (which shows 

up only as black dots) is never memorized. 

  

A standard downtime 

report  (by line) from 
KDT. This “top ten” 

summary turns 

your data into 

more useful 
information. 

Organized by 

both Frequency 

and Duration. 
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LINES AND SHIFTS 

 

SideKick discovers every Line and Shift defined in KDT.  You 

do not need to preprogram SideKick with any of this 

information.  Every active line and shift is displayed alongside 
a checkbox. 

 

SideKick’s query interface gives you the option to include or 

exclude any line or shift. 

 

Once you have performed a query, SideKick will memorize 

the lines and shifts that you chose and will re-populate them 

the next time you use it. 

 

PRODUCTION DAY 

 

Click on the calendar control to choose a Production Day.  
This corresponds to your production schedule.  Events from 

the chosen day will be retrieved, plus as many previous days as you choose. 

 

SideKick will not allow you to query the current day or any future day.  This is to prevent conflicts between your updates and the 

ongoing process in your plant.  By default, you can select a maximum of 28 days in a single query. 

 

The downtime events appear one-per-line in the order in which they occurred.  If your data spans multiple shifts, each shift will be 

separated from the next by a double-underline.  Similarly, if your data contains multiple product runs each run will be separated from 

the next by a single dotted line.  These are merely visual clues that a shift-change has occurred, or a product changeover has happened. 

 

 

After you have defined and run your query, SideKick will prompt you to save the workbook, providing a suggested name 

corresponding to the date(s) that you have just queried.  It is not necessary to save this workbook.  If you cancel the SaveAs dialog 

box, however, your workbook will be given a default name like “Book2.” 

 
 

AutoCoder 
 

Automatically Merges and/or ReCodes downtime records (locally) according to your preferences. 

 

AutoCoder will only function on a worksheet that was created by SelectRecords.  When you launch AutoCoder it will display a dialog 

box allowing you to customize its behavior before you begin AutoCoding. 

 

 
The AutoCoder WILL: 

 

1. Code long UNCODED events as “Lights Out.” 

2. Code other UNCODED events to match nearby CODED events. 

3. Merge same-coded downtimes if they occur very close to one another. 

4. Make NOTES on events that appear very close to other downtimes. 

These are worth looking at as possible merge candidates. 

5. Launch the Uploader when it is finished. 

The Uploader won’t actually start without your confirmation. 

The AutoCoder WILL NOT: 

 

1. Make changes to your database (only the Uploader will do that). 

2. Split downtime records. 

3. Delete downtime records. 

4. Merge down (it only ever merges up.) 

5. Re-Code any record that is already affected by a Manual or Advanced Edit. 

Choose which 
lines to query. 

Choose which 
shifts to query. 

Any historical date 

can be chosen. 

Shift Change Line 

Product Change Line 
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Function 1: UNCODED 
 

The main purpose of AutoCoder is to deal with UNCODED downtime. 

 

SideKick automatically re-codes any UNCODED downtime that occurs very close to a 

coded downtime.  Use the AutoCoder interface to enter your preference (in seconds) for 

this.  If you change it, SideKick will remember your preference and use it in the future. 

 

If an UNCODED DT code is very close to both the previous and subsequent codes, it 

will prefer the nearer code. 

 

If the AutoCoder encounters an UNCODED DT and it cannot decide how to deal with it, 

it will pop-up a window (right) and allow you to make the decision yourself. 

 

Three options appear, 

corresponding to the earlier 

record, the actual record 

SideKick needs help on, and the subsequent record.  In this example, the subsequent downtime record 

is also UNCODED, so that button is grayed out. 

 

You can tell SideKick to recode the DT to match either the previous or subsequent DT by clicking 

the corresponding USE button or you can choose a wholly different code from the dropdown list. 

 

NOTE:  The Up/Down button in the top right of this window allows you to scan up and down the 

active worksheet.  It may help to examine other nearby codes when deciding what to do about this 

one. 

 

 

Function 2: MERGE DTs 
 

The AutoCoder also aims to combine a rapid sequence of identical downtime records.  Two or 

more occurrences of a single code over a very short period of time are more appropriately 

represented by a single downtime event.  This reduces MTBF, and increases MTTR. 

 

Enter your merge threshold in the box shown.  Any adjacent and same-coded downtimes will be 

merged together into a single downtime event if they fall within this period of time.  Be aware 

that when the merge occurs, the intervening UPTIME that had existed will cease to exist.  

Merging two ten-second codes that occur 5 seconds apart will result in a single downtime event 

that lasts 25 seconds. 

 

Function 3:  Lights Out 
 
Really, really long UNCODED downtimes are likely to have been “Lights Out” events.  By 

specifying how long is long enough, you authorize SideKick to automatically recode any sufficiently 

long UNCODED DTs as “Lights Out.” 

 

If an UNCODED DT is both very long (a.k.a. Lights-Out) and very close to a CODED DT, SideKick 

will code it as Lights-Out. 
 

 

 
 

 

Function 4:  Short Uptimes 
 

This function doesn’t actually AutoCode anything.  This feature causes SideKick to alert you of 

any codes that appear very close to one another. 

 

You can specify how close they must be.  This function is intended to draw your attention to 

short bursts of downtimes which might require closer scrutiny.  AutoCoder will make entries in 

the “Notes” column of your downtime worksheet that say something like “UP 0:14” – meaning 

that the current code happened after only 14 seconds of uptime. 

 

Click the SHORT UPTIME button to see your options for displaying short-uptime alerts. 

 
 

 

The AutoCoder can take several seconds to run if you have a lot of data. 

You can interrupt it at any time by pressing escape [ESC].  This will make it stop immediately. 

 

Click here to apply the 

same code from the 

previous record which  

happened 45:15 earlier. 

The AutoCoder doesn’t 

know what to do about 

the UNCODED 

downtime on Row 79 

 

 
SideKick makes Notes on codes 

that are very close together. 
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Uploader 
 

Scans the local downtime worksheet for changes and applies those changes to the KDT database. 
 

The Uploader tool operates on worksheets created using KDTEdit > Select Records.  It 

only works on one worksheet at a time.  If you query data from 8 lines, and get a workbook 

containing 8 worksheets, you will need to run Uploader 8 times, once on each sheet. 

 

The Uploader does not start uploading immediately.  It has an OK and a CANCEL button.  Pressing OK causes it to begin uploading 
changes.  Pressing CANCEL causes it to exit. 

 

Once started, it will scan down the entire worksheet looking for edits you have made.  Any code changes, merges, splits, and deletions 

are detected and sent to your KDT database. 

 

The Uploader can take several seconds to run if you have a lot of data.  You can interrupt it at any time by pressing escape [ESC].   

 

The Uploader will simultaneously update both the worksheet and your KDT database.  When the Uploader is complete it will have 

removed all special coloring that was created by your edits and by the AutoCoder.  You will be left with a modified worksheet that 

corresponds to the updated records in your database.  You can make further edits to this worksheet and run the Uploader additional 
times, if desired. 

 

Clear All Notes 
 

Erases all entries in the Notes column of the current downtime worksheet. 

 

This is just a quick way to erase all Notes (in Column G) of a downtime worksheet. 
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ScatterPlot 
 

Creates a new chart in the current workbook based on the downtimes found in the current worksheet. 

 
The chart title corresponds to the worksheet from 

which it was created. 

 

HORIZONTAL AXIS (time) 

 

The date range of the chart corresponds to the 

date range of the worksheet used when creating 

the chart. 

 

VERTICAL AXIS (code index) 

 

The vertical numbers are generated specifically 
for this report.  They do not correspond directly 

to any value in KDT. 

 

In this example, the vertical axis ranges from 1 to 

23.  This means that 23 downtime codes appear 

in the data for line “M15-Federal 1”.  Each 

downtime code is assigned a number starting at 1 

and incrementing for each unique code appearing 

in the data.  For instance, if the first code in the 

data is code #506, it is assigned a value of 1 for 

charting purposes.  Every occurrence of code #506 will be shown on line 1 of the chart.  If the second code in the data is code 
#74, it will be assigned the next index number, 2.  Every occurrence of code #74 will then appear on line 2 of the chart. 

 

It is not readily apparent from such a chart which code is which, but 

you can easily see the distribution of codes.  If you see something 

unexpected or unusual, you can cross-reference the line of the chart 

with the corresponding worksheet to determine what actual downtime 

code had occurred. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

The chart-line above shows several occurrences of a single downtime 

code, labeled with a 2.  From this chart-line you can see several brief 

occurrences of this code, followed by one significantly longer occurrence. 

 

The vertical axis plots values from column N.  Look in cell N4 (above) and you will find the value 2 corresponding to this chart 

line.  Moving to the left, in cell K4, is the actual downtime code, 74.  Line 2 on the chart is plotting occurrences of downtime code 

#74. 
 

Although line 2 on this chart plots occurrences of Code #74, that will not necessarily be the case for any other chart.  The 

mapping of Downtime Code IDs is going to vary from chart to chart. 

Each line 

illustrates a 
single code. 

Bars illustrate the 

occurrence and 

duration of a 
downtime event. 

..line 2 on this 
chart 

Code  #74 
appears as.. 

Code #74 start Code #74 end 

Several instances of Code #74  
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KDT Advanced 

The advanced tools in this menu apply only to downtime worksheets that have been created using 

SelectRecords. 

 

These tools allow more sophisticated edits to be performed than just changing the code name on a 

downtime record.  These tools can result in the creation of new downtime events, or the removal of 

existing events. 

 

 
 

Split DT 
 

Divides one downtime record into two downtime records.  The splitter also allows 

you to uniquely code each piece and gives you control over where the split occurs. 

 

By clicking on a downtime 

record and then clicking 

KDT Advanced > SplitDT, 
you launch the splitter.  The 

splitter interface allows you to 

split your downtime record at 

a precise time, and to assign 

new downtime codes to each 
half. 

 

By moving the slider bar you control the point in time where the split will occur.  

The split can occur any time from the start of your original downtime event to the 

end of it, but each half must be at least one second in duration. 

 

Click OK when you are satisfied with your split configuration and SideKick will 

color the corresponding worksheet rows green. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Delete (x) DT 
 

Marks the currently selected downtime record for deletion. 

 

 
 

In the example above, Row 33 (Record ID 268206) is marked for deletion.  Run the Uploader to have this deletion applied to your 

KDT database. 

 

Click here to 

adjust by 1 

second. 

Click here to 

adjust by 1 

minute. 

Or just drag 
it using this. 

These green rows represent the records affected by your 

intended split.  Notice that a new row has been added to 

your worksheet.  (Row 11).  It shows a RecordID of 

“NEW”. 

 

The yellow boxes show you the start and stop times of the 

original record.  There is always  zero uptime between the 

two parts. 
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Merge DT Up 
 

Marks the currently selected downtime record to merge onto the previous downtime record.  This will cause the earlier record to be 

deleted.  The merge will be visually apparent in the local worksheet (colored blue). 
 

 
 
In the example above, Row 106 is marked to merge onto row 105.  When this happens, 19 seconds of uptime will be lost (from 

19:23:23 to 19:23:42).  Merging Up causes the earlier downtime record to be deleted and all of its downtime is added on to the later 

record.  The cells colored blue indicate the values that will survive.  The text colored light-gray indicates the data that will be 

eliminated. 

 

This merge will create a single downtime event (“Conveyor, Bottle”) which starts at 19:22:42 and ends at 19:24:29. 

 

The MergeUP tool does not change your KDT database.  You must run the Uploader tool to have this merge applied to your KDT 

database. 

 

Merge DT Down 
 

Marks the currently selected downtime record to merge onto the subsequent downtime record. 

 

 
 

The example above shows Row 101 marked to merge onto Row 102.  The cells colored orange indicate the values that will remain 

after the merge is uploaded.  The text colored light-gray indicates data that will be eliminated by the merge. 

 

Remove Edits 
 

This will remove any of the advanced edits (merge/split/delete) from a downtime record.  Click on any worksheet row that is affected 

by an Advanced Edit, and then choose KDTAdvanced > RemoveEdits. 

 

Once an edit has been made and uploaded to KDT (using Uploader) it cannot be undone using RemoveEdits. 
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SideKick Setup 

 
 

NOTE: When you first run SideKick Setup you will receive a message saying, “SideKick is not configured with a proper 

DSN.”  This is normal and will go away once SideKick is properly configured.  The DSN it is talking about is your Data 

Source Name, which identifies your Kroger Downtime Database.  This can be configured using the KDT tab. 

 

 

License Manager Tab 

 

Expiration 
Shows your current SideKick license expiration date and allows you to enter a new 

License VC to extend your expiration date. 

MachineID 
Shows your MachineID.  This number is used when generating a new license for use 

on your computer. 

 

Contact Tab 

 

This tab identifies the developer of SideKick 

and provides an email address where you can 
contact him. 

 

 

About Tab 

 

This tab shows the version of SideKick that is installed, and gives a brief statement of 

purpose. 

 

 

KDT Tab 

 
This tab displays your Data Source names.  

Choose the one that corresponds to your KDT 

database. 

 

 

DBO Tab 

 

This is where your IST will type in the database login and password created for SideKick.  

Click Here! 
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Editing Downtime Records 

SideKick provides a fast and effective way of editing your DT records.  The process is quite simple: 

 

1. Select Records to edit, and import them into Excel 

2. Manipulate the Downtime records locally in Excel 

3. Upload the edited records back to your KDT database 

 

Selecting DT Records to Edit 

Use the SelectRecords tool to query DT records from your database and bring 

them into Excel.  A new workbook is created every time you use the SelectRecords 

tool. 

 

The results will be subdivided (by line) into worksheets within the workbook.  If you 

query data from 5 lines, you will get a workbook with 5 worksheets inside it.  Each 

worksheet will be named accordingly and the records shown represent the downtime 

events that occurred on that line in the order in which they occurred. 

 
The worksheets created by SideKick are password protected.  This prevents you from 

making unsupported or unintentional edits that may corrupt your database. 

 

Editing DT Records locally 

Once you have queried some downtime records into Excel, you can edit them.  At this point you are only editing your local 
spreadsheet.  None of your edits are sent back to the KDT database until you run the Uploader tool. 

Manually Editing Downtime Records 

Because SideKick password-protects the worksheet, you are limited in what you can do.  Only two columns are available for you 

to edit manually: CodeName (Column F) and Note (Column G). 
 

Downtime codenames are colored blue and can be edited by typing directly into the cell.  If you enter an invalid, inactive, or non-

applicable code name, it cannot (and will not) be uploaded to the database.  It will be flagged as an error and skipped when you 

use the Uploader. 

 

Notes are colored red and can be edited by typing directly into the cell.  A Note is not part of the KDT downtime record.  It does 

not correspond to the Comments field on your downtime record in the database.  This Note column is only used within SideKick.  

Use it in any way you like, perhaps to leave a reminder for yourself to inspect a record more closely later on. 

 

Beware… the AutoCoder and the Uploader can overwrite your notes to make notes of their own. 

Using Advanced Edits 

Because you may need to change more than just a code name, SideKick provides a safe way to perform some advanced editing on 

downtime records. 

 

SPLITTING 
 

Use this tool by selecting the downtime record to be split and then choosing Split from the Advanced Edits menu.  SideKick will 

alter your worksheet to show this split, and will decorate the affected records using background colors. 

 

To split a downtime record into more than two pieces you’ll have to do it piece by piece.  This can only be accomplished by 

splitting it once, then running Uploader, then splitting one of the subsequent pieces again, and running Uploader again, etc. 

 

DELETING 
 

Allows you to permanently remove an entire downtime record.  The deletion does not actually occur until you run the Uploader 
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MERGING 
 

Merging causes two adjacent downtime records to join together.  Any uptime between the two merged records will implicitly 

become part of the downtime, so use care when merging. 
 

SideKick will warn you if you try to merge downtime records with dissimilar codes.  SideKick will allow you to do this, however.  

Accepting such a merge will result in the other downtime code being “clobbered.” 

 

Warnings are also issued if you are going to lose a lot of uptime as a result of the merge.  (One of the AutoCoder settings allows 

you to configure a “merge threshold.”  If you set your merge threshold to 10 seconds then the merge tool will use that value to 

decide when to warn you about uptime losses.  The Merge tool will pop up a warning any time you try to merge records that will 

cause more than 10 seconds to be lost.) 

 

MergeUP and a MergeDOWN are conceptually the same thing.  The only difference between them is that a MergeUP prefers the 

data in the lower record and a MergeDOWN prefers the data in the upper record.  After you schedule a merge, you will see that 

the affected cells have been colored differently.  The data which will ultimately be lost is colored a light gray.  The data that will 
be preserved is highlighted with either orange or blue.  You can rely on these hints to determine what the results of your merge 

will be. 

 

Cascading Merges 
 

You can merge more than once. 

Rows 107 and 106 are both set to merge up onto row 105. 

 

 

Three records will be 

merged into a single 

downtime starting at 

19:22:42 and ending 

at 19:26:41. 
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Upgrading SideKick 

A SideKick “Version” is defined by two dotted numbers like 7.2  (Major Revision = 7; Minor Revision = 2).  Versions are further 

augmented with a Build Number as in 7.2.0, 7.2.1, etc.  Incremental build numbers occur as bug fixes are released. 

 

You can install new copies of SideKick on over existing copies if they have the same Version.  This will not affect your SideKick 

license.  (example: installing 7.2.5 on top of 7.2.3 – these are both version 7.2) 

 

If you install a whole new Version of SideKick you will need to also install a new license.  Licenses do not work across versions.  

(example: installing 7.2.5 on top of 7.1.0 – these are different versions… 7.2 and 7.1) 

 

To upgrade SideKick to a new build number only, follow these steps: 

 

YOU WILL NEED: 

• SideKick (the old build) is already installed and licensed 

• An upgraded SideKick.xla file to be installed (the new build) 

 

1. Close Excel 

2. Open your Excel AddIns folder 

3. Backup the existing SideKick.xla file 

4. Copy your new SideKick.xla file into the Excel AddIns folder 

5. Launch Excel 

6. Go to the SideKick Setup screen 

(click the  icon in the SideKick Toolbar) 

7. Click on License Manager 

8. Click on Expiration 
9. Verify your previous Expiration Date is still valid 

 

When you launch excel, you will get a one-time message that the SideKick Toolbar has also been updated. 

 

When installing a new version of SideKick (rather than just a new build), you will also need to update your SideKick license.  See the 

next chapter (Updating Your SideKick License) for instructions. 

Updating Your SideKick License 

You will need to install a new SideKick license if  

• you have upgraded to a new version of SideKick 

• your existing license has expired. 

 

If you are upgrading to a new version of SideKick see the previous chapter (Upgrading SideKick) for instructions.  After you have 

upgraded SideKick, then follow the steps below. 
 

YOU WILL NEED: 

• An installed version of SideKick 

• A VerificationCode 

• An Expiration Date 

 

1. Launch Excel 

2. Go to the SideKick Setup screen 

(click the  icon in the SideKick Toolbar) 

3. Click on License Manager 

4. Click on Expiration 

5. Click CHANGE 

6. Enter your new license expiration date (exactly as it was given to you) 

7. Enter your new license VC 

 
You will receive a message saying that your license has been successfully updated 

Find the version of your 

SideKick.xla file… 

• Close Excel 

• Right-Click the .xla file 

• Choose “Properties” 

• Click the Custom tab 

• Find the Version 
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Advanced: Registry Settings 

Registry entries appearing in boldface below are configurable.  Use RegEdit to modify these values. 

 

Database Section 

DSN 

Holds the name of the ODBC Data Source that will be 
used by SideKick. 

LastLoginUser 

Holds the ID of the last user to successfully login using 

SideKick. 

LastLoginUserVC 

Validation Code for ‘LastLoginUser’. 

LastLoginDateTime 

Time of the last successful login through SideKick. 

LastLoginDateTimeVC 

Validation Code for ‘LastLoginDateTime’. 

dboLogin 

This is the high-privilege login that SideKick requires 
to accomplish its work. 

dboPassword 

This is an encrypted form of the password that 

authenticates the login above. 

LoginTimeoutMinutes 

Controls how long SideKick can be idle before 
requiring you to login again.  Extend this value if you 

are being ‘nagged’ to login too frequently while using 

SideKick. 

Default Value: 30 

ConnectionTimeoutSeconds 

Controls how patient SideKick will be with a database 
connection.  If you receive ‘connection timeout’ 

messages frequently, extending this timeout may help. 

Default Value: 15 

ShowQueries 

Setting this to “Yes” will cause SideKick to pause 
before each SQL statement.  The SQL will be 

displayed in a pop-up dialog box for viewing. 

Default Value: No

 

License Section 

Expiration 

The date after which your SideKick license will expire. 

ExpirationVC 

ValidationCode for ‘Expiration’ 

MachineID 

A universally unique identifier for a computer (derived 

from the primary disk drive serial number) 

LastUse 

The last time the SideKick tools were used on this 
computer. 

LastUseVC 

ValidationCode for ‘LastUse’. 

ExpWarnHappened 

Ensures that you do not receive multiple expiration 
warning messages per session. 

ExpWarnDays 

Configures how many days prior to expiration that 

SideKick will begin issuing warning messages.  It will 

only notify you once during each launch of Excel. 

Default Value: 30 

 

Uploader Section 

Left 

Stores the preferred left/right position of the Uploader 
dialog box. 

Top 

Stores the preferred top/bottom position of the 

Uploader dialog box. 

EraseNotes 

When set to “Yes” the Uploader will clear out any old 
notes in the Note Column as it scans.  It may leave 

new notes as it goes. 

Default Value: No 

LoopDelayMilliseconds 

Change this setting to adjust the speed at which the 
Uploader scans down the worksheet. 

Default Value: 0 
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AutoCoder Section 

SnapTimeSeconds 

Uncoded downtime records will be recorded to the 
nearest coded downtime within this interval. 

Default Value: 5 

LongDowntimeMinutes 

Uncoded downtime records that are this long, or 

longer, will be recoded as “Light Out” 

Default Value: 90 

LongDowntimeCode 

This is the codename that is used by your plant to 

represent “Lights Out / Ready to Run”  This codename 

must be manually chosen as there is no way to 

determine it from the database. 

MergeProximitySeconds 

This setting controls the threshhold within which two 
identically coded adjacent downtime codes will be 

merged.  DTs will not merge across products or shifts. 

Default Value: 1 

HighlightShortUptimeSeconds 

This setting instructs SideKick to make a NOTE on 
any downtime record that is within the specified 

proximity to the preceeding downtime record.  The 

note will say “UP x:xx” on any DT that is close 

enough to the prior record. 

Default Value: 3 

Left 

Stores the preferred left/right position of the 

AutoCoder dialog box. 

Top 

Stores the preferred top/bottom position of the 
AutoCoder dialog box. 

LoopDelayMilliseconds 

Change this setting to adjust the speed at which the 
AutoCoder scans down the worksheet. 

Default Value: 0 

ProximityDelayMilliseconds 

Change this setting to adjust the additional delay 
introduced when SideKick encounters two close DTs. 

Default Value: 100 

SmartScroll 

When the AutoCoder pauses and lets you 
choose/confirm a selection, it is possible to scroll the 

worksheet in the background using the spinner 

(up/down) controls on the dialog box.  If SmartScroll 

is on, then wherever you scroll to (within the visible 

screen) will be memorized.  AutoCoder will remember 

where you last set the active cell. It will ensure that the 

worksheet scrolls to your preferred location. 

Default Value: Yes 

SmartProximity 

When two records are close together, it will be noted.  

SmartProximity prevent such note from appearing on 

records that are already marked to merge up. 

Default Value: No 

EraseNotes 

AutoCoder will clear out any old notes in the Note 

Column as it scans.  It may leave new notes as it goes. 

Default Value: No 
 

DTQuery Section 

LastQueryDate 

Stores the date used most recently within the “Select 

Records” dialog box. 

QueryDays 

Stores the number of days most recently requested 
within the “Select Records” dialog box. 

MaxQueryDays 

Establishes an upper limit on the number of days that 
may be chosen within the “Select Records” dialog box. 

Default Value: 28 

UseLastQueryDate 

When selecting records, the default behavior is the pre-

pick “Yesterday” as the date to query.  Setting this 

value to “Yes” will cause the DTQuery to recall the 

last date you queried, and pre-pick that date instead. 

Default Value: No 

DateFormat 

Configure your preferred date viewing format.  This 

format must be a date format recognized by Excel. 

Default Value: mm/dd hh:mm:ss 

AutoZoomColumnCount 

Configure the number of columns you prefer SideKick 

to zero in on after querying data.  (e.g. setting = 5 will 

cause SideKick to adjust the view magnification to 

show only the leftmost 5 colmuns) 

Default Value: 13 

WarnAboutUnusedCodes 

If an imported record contains a codename/id that is 

not legitimate for the line, a pop-up will occur.  Setting 

this value to “No” will disable all pop-ups and quietly 
import the records.  These records will still be marked 

with a note: “Unused Code” 

Default Value: Yes 
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Preferences Section 

DTTabRatio 

Use this setting to adjust the size of the horizontal 

scrollbar at the bottom of each downtime worksheet. 

Default Value: 80 

Legal values: 0-100 [0: sheet tabs not visible, 100: 

horizontal scrollbar not visible] 

DTZoom 

Sets your preferred magnification level for DT 
worksheets. (requires AutoZoomWorksheets to be 

enabled) 

Default Value: 100 

CropDTWorksheets 

Setting this value to “Yes” will cause empty 
rows/columsn to be hidden on DT worksheets. 

Default Value: No 

AutoFitWorksheets 

Causes SideKick to run “autofit” after creating a DT 
worksheet, so that all cell contents are visible. 

Default Value: Yes 

AutoZoomWorksheets 

Activates the DTZoom setting (above) 

Default Value: Yes 

UseInactiveRecords 

Allows SideKick to use existing but “Inactive” 

downtime codes from the database. 

Default Value: No 

PromptToSaveDTWorksheet 

Setting this value to “No” will cause SideKick to stop 

asking you to save each DT workbook after it is 

queried. 

Default Value: “Yes” 

UncodedCodeName 

Establishes the codename of the code that is 

interpreted as “Uncoded” 

ScrollRowOffset 

Stores the preferred “row” to which the AutoCoder and 
Uploader will scroll as it is traversing a worksheet. 

 

CodePicker Section 

Left 

Stores the preferred left/right position of the 
CodePicker dialog box. 

Top 

Stores the preferred top/bottom position of the 
CodePicker dialog box. 

 

CodeSplitter Section 

Left 

Stores the preferred left/right position of the 
CodeSplitter dialog box. 

Top 

Stores the preferred top/bottom position of the 
CodeSplitter dialog box. 

 

 


